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ABSTRACT.: This article explores how a retrospective conversion project at the Uni-
versity of Wyoming's American Heritage Center became a vehicle not simply for im-
proved access (a traditional objective of on-line cataloging), but also for reappraisal
and a variety of other collections management initiatives. The article also examines in
depth a collection management option-deaccessioning-that became available fol-
lowing the completion of the project.

The American Heritage Center (AHC), a unit of the University of Wyoming, had
until recently been remiss in providing physical and intellectual access to and manag-
ing its collections. In 1992, the AHC undertook a retrospective conversion project
intended to improve access to collections by creating USMARC records. A number of
other articles have discussed the technical details of cataloging, authority control, ac-
cess points, how the format has been applied to different genres of materials, and the
use and practice of the USMARC format.! Missing has been any discussion of the
interrelationship between cataloging activities and other facets of archives administra-
tion. The AHC cataloging project went far beyond its original intentions and influ-
enced a number of fundamental archival functions that had an immediate and lasting
impact upon the AHC's operations. This article will provide a survey of the activities
involved in and the results achieved from this retrospective conversion project. The
survey includes outcomes (intended and unintended) from the on-line cataloging of
the AHC's collections; a comparison with other retrospective conversion projects for
the production of on-line bibliographic records; information gained from the evalua-
tion of the AHC's collections; and details of a collection management option that re-
sulted from the project.
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History ofAcquisition and Collections Management at the AHC
The American Heritage Center traces its beginnings to the efforts of Dr. Grace

Raymond Hebard, a lawyer, suffragist, historian, and University of Wyoming profes-
sor, librarian, and trustee. From approximately 1895 to 1935, Hebard collected source
materials relating to the history of Wyoming, the American West, emigrant trails, and
Native Americans. In 1945, the University of Wyoming Board of Trustees established
the Archives Department 2 within the University Library (later known as the Western
History Research Center), with the source materials gathered by Hebard as its nucleus.
One of the most aggressive acquisitions programs in the country ensued in the mid-
1950s 3 and, in 1976, the name of the institution was changed to the "American Heri-
tage Center" to reflect the archives' extremely broad holdings relating to American
history. The AHC currently maintains more than 7,500 collections relating to Wyo-
ming, the American West, economic geology, popular entertainment, the environment,
and politics, with total holdings amounting to approximately 75,000 cubic feet of ma-
terials.

For nearly all of its existence, the AHC placed heavy emphasis on acquiring a broad
range of collections, but providing access to them remained a much lesser concern.
During the period of its most active collecting, some 10,000 to 20,000 solicitation
letters were sent out annually, keeping three typists working full-time, and resulting in
upwards of 1,000 collections (6,000 cubic feet of materials) being acquired each year.4
Donors would receive invitations to place their papers at the AHC and the letters would
note that "almost anything that you would have pertaining to your career would be of
interest to us." One administrator even went so far as to admit to a donor in 1969 that
"in some circles of the archival world I am known as the vacuum cleaner. I sort of have
a propensity of taking everything and anything."5 This created an environment of ar-
chival competition, which resulted in the director earning and relishing a reputation as
an archival "big-name hunter."'6 This extremely active and unfocused collecting pro-
gram provided a wealth of materials without planning for the short- and long-term
needs for collections management and access.

Two consultants' reports on the management of the AHC in 1980 revealed serious
problems with its selection of and access to its collections. The AHC did not begin
providing descriptions of collections to the Library of Congress' National Union Cata-
log of Manuscript Collections (NUCMC) until 1974, and six year later, less than one
percent of its collections had been reported. Another source noted that two-thirds of
the collections had been inventoried, but only 15 percent had been fully arranged and
described. Prior to 1989, intellectual access had been provided through a card catalog,
which referred patrons to inventories containing an alphabetical list of the type of
materials in each collection. The inventories did not provide any context for the infor-
mation found in the collection, nor were the cards available in the University Library's
main card catalog. In addition, one consultant judged that "a significant portion of the
holdings of the Western History Research Center might be reduced by disposal of
duplicate and redundant documentation that merely repeats information already acces-
sible in other forms or information that is simply not of research value." '7
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During the late 1980s, the AHC withdrew from its aggressive collecting posture by
managing and providing access to its collections, cooperating with the University Li-
brary and other archival organizations, and more selectively acquiring materials in a
noncompetitive manner. The AHC drafted a new collecting policy in 1990 and had it
approved by the university's administration. The policy specified collecting areas that
had previously gone unnamed, ranked collecting priorities, and defined the policy's geo-
graphical scope. The policy defined the AHC's collecting focus on Wyoming, the Ameri-
can West, the cattle and sheep industry, water resources, and popular arts, which are all
collected on a national basis. In 1988, under new leadership, AHC staff encountered
immediate problems in managing the large backlog and establishing legal ownership and
intellectual control of materials previously collected. Beginning in 1989, staff worked to
create a one-page abstract of the collections, noting for each its name, accession number,
subject headings, a biographical or historical section, and a scope and content note as one
method of improving access to the collections. Copies of the abstracts were placed in the
AHC's reading room and the University Library's reference area.

In addition to inadequate intellectual description of the collections, documentation for
the collections' conditions of donation also needed attention. The new administration
faced a situation in which the legal ownership was at best unclear for the bulk of the
AHC's collections, since many had been donated under an informal, unwritten agree-
ment.9 Without legal title to collections, few, if any, actions to ensure their continuing
preservation or accessibility could be taken. One method of addressing the problem of
legal title to the collections' status was to examine the collections on a case-by-case
basis. Using the AHC's in-house donor list, AHC staff sent out over 3,000 documenta-
tion letters in October and November of 1991. These letters stated that the AHC was
moving to a new building in 1993, and that one of its objectives in preparation for the
move was to clarify ownership of collections and update its donor files. Donors were
asked to fill out a reply card, noting what collection they donated, when it was donated,
if the materials were donated as a gift or under restrictions, and if they had any previous
correspondence with the AHC regarding their donation. Over 1,000 responded to this
questionnaire. If the response was that their collection was a donation, a follow-up letter
was sent asking them to complete a formal deed of gift. It was discovered through this
process that two to three hundred people had moved, one hundred donors had died, and
that forty to fifty collections had been purchased.

An alternative to formalizing the conditions of donation for each collection was to use
the state of Wyoming's 1989 abandoned property act. However, at the time, it posed a
number of problems as a means of obtaining legal title to the AHC's collections. Under
this act, any material for which an organization did not have clear ownership was consid-
ered to be a loan, not a gift. In order to change the status of the collection to a gift, a
certified letter had to be sent to the donor's last known address. If there was no response,
three advertisements had to be placed in the newspaper in the area for which it seemed
likely that the donors could be located. It was estimated that it would cost the AHC over
one-third of a million dollars to use this law, since many of its performing and popular
arts collection donors lived on either coast, meaning that expensive advertisements would
have to be placed with New York or Los Angeles newspapers.
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Following the fall 1991 mailings and realizing the importance of establishing legal
ownership of the collections, the AHC appointed Lisa Kinney to the newly created
position of Documentation Officer. Kinney's charge as Documentation Officer was to
obtain legal documentation for the AHC's collections. Fully aware of the cost and time
involved in using the 1989 law or in trying to obtain legal title for the materials on a
case-by-case basis, Kinney decided that the course of action with the greatest benefit
for the AHC would be to amend the 1989 abandoned property act. In her part-time
capacity as a Wyoming state senator and senate minority leader, Kinney helped to
write and pass Wyoming Statute 34-23-101 in 1992. Under this legislation, legal title
of abandoned property would be transferred from individuals to museums, archives,
and libraries under certain circumstances.

The 1992 amendment to the law held that if items were donated without any written
contract or previous documentation before 1982 and ten years had passed without
contact from the donor indicating that the collection is not a gift, the materials were
presumed to be a gift. There was also a three-year statute of limitations, so that donors
could reclaim their property from 1992 to 1995. The statute of limitations expired on
June 30, 1995, and all materials donated to the AHC before 1982 have, therefore,
become AHC property. This amendment has allowed the AHC to manage those collec-
tions it previously did not legally own; has avoided extended staff time and expensive
advertising costs to track down donors; and has shifted the burden of proof of owner-
ship from the institution to the individual. Although there is a ten-year period, from
1982 to 1992, during which the provisions of the old law apply, it is easier to track
down donations and donors in this reduced time span. The legislation is there to be
used as a tool to refine collections if it is needed, but it in no way replaces good record
keeping and documentation for acquisitions that have gone through a responsible col-
lecting process.

NHPRC Retrospective Conversion Project at the AHC
The completion of a two-year grant project from the National Historical Publica-

tions and Records Commission in 1995 to conduct a retrospective cataloging project
also helped the AHC to manage its collections more effectively as part of an ongoing
effort at increasing accessibility.10 The AHC began limited cataloging of collections in
1991 and 25 records were entered into the OCLC bibliographic database, and later tape
loaded into CARL (Colorado Alliance of Research Libraries), the University of
Wyoming's on-line public access catalog. The NHPRC cataloging project began in
late 1992 for the AHC's western history collections with the goal of producing 3,500
on-line bibliographic records.

In deciding which collections to catalog, staff went through several steps in a deci-
sion-making process," including a determination of appropriateness of each collection
for the newly defined collecting program. The cataloging process began with review-
ing the 1989 abstracts, since they provided the only meaningful (however minimal)
description of the collections with some subject analysis. Other information that needed
to be gathered for cataloging included the inventory, the donor and case files, and any
biographical or historical information necessary to determine the collection's signifi-
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cance and place it in context. The catalogers checked the AHC's on-line shelflist to
determine the extent of intellectual control of the collection by gauging the collection's
size and processing status. If the collection had been processed, the cataloger reviewed
the finding aid to determine whether additional work was necessary for the collection
to be considered for cataloging and whether it contained sufficient detail about the
contents of the collection to allow reasonable subject analysis. The catalogers found
that many of the existing older finding aids were inadequate and did not provide a
reasonable description of the collections' contents. In addition, the catalogers com-
pared each finding aid to the appropriate shelflist record to determine if the total vol-
ume and box numbers included on each record correlated with each other. If they did
not, the catalogers deferred the decision for cataloging until the collection was repro-
cessed.

The cataloging team also carried on the work of locating and consolidating the do-
nor files begun during the 1991 documentation project. Team members reviewed cor-
respondence with the donor(s) to determine if the collection possessed a deed of gift or
contained any information on restrictions and loan agreements. During the course of
the project team members identified collections with restrictions and loan agreements
that were not documented or lacked sufficient clarification to guide the AHC in pro-
viding access to the collections. If the collection's legal status was in doubt, or needed
greater definition or specification, the catalogers deferred cataloging the collection
and brought its status to the attention of the Documentation Officer.

Once the cataloger determined that the collection had adequate documentation, was
owned by the AHC without cumbersome or unacceptable restrictions, had an adequate
finding aid for subject analysis, and was appraised under the AHC's new collecting
policy, the collection could be cataloged. A member of the cataloging team developed
a set of status- and work-required codes to note the collection's condition (see Appen-
dix A for the cataloging codes and Table 1 for the cataloging codes that were assigned
to all AHC collections during the project). These codes were entered into a database 12

that tracks collections during their life cycle at the AHC for such activities as process-
ing, determination of legal status, preservation activities, administrative functions, or
other work that is needed befoie cataloging.

Following these steps, the catalogers created an OCLC work sheet complying with
national bibliographic descriptive and cataloging standards through Anglo-American
Cataloging Rules, 2nd Edition, Revised, with such information as name, title, extent,
biographical or historical note, and a scope and content note. Subject headings were
assigned through Library of Congress Subject Headings; additional name entries were
verified through the Library of Congress' Name Authority File (LCNAF); genre en-
tries through Art and Architecture Thesaurus; and Archives, Personal Papers and
Manuscripts, 2nd Edition, provided further guidance for interpreting the cataloging
rules as they applied to archival collections.13
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Table 1: Cataloging statistics for the NHPRC retrospective conversion project at the
AHC

Total Percent
Collections cataloged 1,567 18.95
Collections of deaccessioned books and materials
already transferred out of the AHC 761 9.2
Collections for transfer to subject files

Materials in stacks: 879
Materials in files: 2,118
Total 2,997 36.25

Special-format collections
Single manuscript: 123
Photographs: 570
Art and artifacts: 177
Audiovisual materials: 83
Maps: 85
Total 1,038 12.55

Deferred cataloging collections
Require significant work for cataloging

Appraise: 916
Conserve: 79
Deacidify: 2
Deaccession: 822
Encapsulate: 0
Hebard manuscripts in vertical files: 1
Inventory: 32
Legal: 57
Manuscripts in file: 61
Process: 373
Rare books: 9
Rebox: 57
Redefine: 231
Reformat: 1
Repair: 5
Separate: 15
Urgent: 8
Weed: 221
Status uncertain: 132
Total 1,904 23.03
GRAND TOTAL 8,320

Note: Collections were often assigned more than one work-required code.
The total for the deferred cataloging category is, therefore, smaller than the
total for the individual work-required codes.
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In March 1994, estimates were generated to compare the AHC's cataloging produc-
tion to cataloging figures posted on the Archives Listserv14 (see Tables 2-4). Other
retrospective conversion projects in particular, the National Endowment for the Hu-
manities' Research Libraries Information Network project-reported the "cumbersome
and nearly impossible" problem of calculating production times and costs. They noted
that the finding aids lacked sufficient information for proper cataloging, and pointed
out the need to check the collection itself for cataloging information.15 The AHC, like-
wise, discovered that staff devoted significant amounts of time to preparatory activities
prior to cataloging, such as checking donor files and the collections themselves, in
order to determine the collection's viability for cataloging. The length of time required
to create an AHC bibliographic record, and its cost, became contingent upon its ab-
stracts, inventories, and adequate staff time to locate, gather, and compile the neces-
sary information to gauge the collection. The existing inventories and abstracts often
lacked a title, span dates, size and number of boxes in the collection, and included
inadequate or overly detailed descriptions of the collections. Nearly one-third of the
collection names were improperly constructed or conflicted with the LCNAF. The cor-
rection of the names and other record-keeping functions became a project unto itself.16

The AHC discovered, as Patricia Cloud noted in an earlier retrospective conversion
project, that "if the existing finding aids are inadequate, problems and time spent will
multiply." As a result, the AHC cataloging figures were generated after the completion
of the records. These figures noted the important role of staff time in non-cataloging
activities-locating and gathering donor files, reviewing for restrictions and functions
other than subject analysis, assigning subject headings and providing name and sub-
ject access points in the length of cataloging creation time. Rather than track produc-
tion time and cost for all MARC records generated by the project, the AHC staff ana-
lyzed production only for selected months. This prevented the tracking of the project
results from unduly interfering with actual project work. The AHC statistics for cata-
loging production to create a record are on par with the figures from similar projects
provided by the Billy Graham Archives, but nearly twice that of the NEH/RLIN project
and a similar project completed at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.1 7
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Table 2: The figures provided for the Billy Graham Archives, Wheaton College

1990-1991 1992 1993
Work sheets written/hours spent 21/111 143/306 179/232
Writing hours per work sheet 5.3 2.1 1.3
Administration hours 58 834 449
Total project hours 169 1,140 681
Total hours per work sheet 8 7.8 3.8
Cost of labor and materials $13,509.36
Cost per written records $75.47

Table 3:1992 and 1994 AHC bibliographic record production estimates

Activity 1992 Time in 1994 Time in
Hours Hours

Compiling files .25 .5
Researching collection .25 3.0 3-4
OCLC work .5-2.0 .5
Reviewing work sheet .5-1.0 .25
Inputting record .25-.5 .25-.33
Proofing record .25 .25
Corrections, updates .25 .5
TOTAL 3.25-9.75 5.25-6.16 per record
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Table 4: AHC bibliographic record production for selected months (outputs divided
by staff time)

March 1993 (92 records produced) Time in Hours

Time per work sheet
Inputting 92 records @ .33 hour 27.6

3 catalogers @ 40 hours 480.0

Time lost for other non-cataloging duties -62.0

Total hours/number of records 445.6/92
HOURS PER RECORD 4.84

April 1993 (103 records produced)
Time per work sheet

Inputting 103 records @ .33 hour 34.0

3 catalogers @ 40 hours 480.0

Time lost for other non-cataloging duties -44.0

Total hours/number of records 470.0/103

HOURS PER RECORD 4.56

January 1994 (70 records produced)
Time per work sheet

Inputting 70 records @ .33 hour 23.1

3 catalogers @ 40 hours 480.0

Time lost for other non-cataloging duties -40.0

Total hours/number of records 463.1/70

HOURS PER RECORD 6.62

February 1994 (102 records produced)
Time per work sheet

Inputting 70 records @ .33 hour 33.6

3 catalogers @ 40 hours 480.0

Time lost for other non-cataloging duties -40.0

Total hours/number of records 473.6/102

HOURS PER RECORD 4.64

AVERAGE FOR THE FOUR MONTHS 5.165
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Collections Management and Deaccessioning

The information gained about collections that were not cataloged during the NHPRC
project also proved to be invaluable for addressing collection management issues. The
team members appraised according to a new collecting policy all of the AHC's collec-
tions in the course of cataloging, and identified those collections that could not be
immediately cataloged and that required further action. Project members singled out
collections with traditional concerns such as reboxing, weeding, and reformatting, but
also recommended deaccessioning as a practical and appropriate solution for those
collections that were clearly not archival, or were more appropriately located at other
institutions.18

The AHC developed a deaccessioning policy in another step towards being able to
deaccession materials. Several other institutions were contacted regarding their own
policy, and the AHC followed the example of the State Historical Society of Wisconsin's
policy found in Gerry Ham's Selecting and Appraising Archives and Manuscripts.'9
This has led to the development of a policy that provides the reasons and rationales for
deaccessioning materials and in what instances we will do so. The policy has also
stated the possible methods of disposition: destruction, transfer to another repository,
or return to the donor. The policy can be used internally to guide us in our efforts as
well as to defend our actions to the general public, which may fear that an uninformed
staff is impulsively destroying materials. In addition, this process has been thoroughly
documented, to help provide our successors with some insight into our decisions.

Archivists might consider asking the following questions in preparing a
deaccessioning policy: How will the removal of the materials affect public access to
information and historical research? What was the initial appraisal of the materials and
is this still within the current collecting policy? Does the repository have a deed of gift
or title to the material? What was the donor's intent in the broadest sense? What is the
relationship of the material to other records, both internally and in other repositories?
How accessible have the materials been? What levels of usage have they received?
What would be the costs of making the collection more accessible? How does this
action support the larger goals of the institution? If deaccessioning has been deter-
mined to be appropriate, collections may be transferred to another repository, returned
to the donor, destroyed, or offered for sale, with sale proceeds to be used for the sole
purposes of acquisitions or preservation of other collections. 20 In the current climate of
increasing maintenance and preservation costs and decreasing public support,
deaccessioning is a collection management option that we cannot deny ourselves the
opportunity of using if it is warranted, appropriate, and in the best interest of the mate-
rials, research, and the institution.

Blatz is Back: One Example of Deaccessioning
The transfer of the Blatz Brewing Company records, acquired by the AHC in 1964

under unclear circumstances, set a positive precedent of using deaccessioning as a
collection management option. The brewing history records comprised approximately
400 journals, ledgers, cashbooks, and indexes from 1862-1929, documenting the rise
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of a small brewery established in Milwaukee in 1851 by a German immigrant. By
1889, the company joined the ranks of Schlitz and Pabst as one of the city's largest
brewers, producing more than 125,000 barrels of beer annually. The records also docu-
ment the company's sale in 1890 and the impact of prohibition: unused beer bottle
labels found in the volumes included the company's Brewette Temperance brand. In
1875, Blatz became the first of the large Milwaukee brewers to establish its own bot-
tling plant and the company also became the first to create branch outlets from coast to
coast. The records attest to Blatz's relationship with other companies that provided and
produced the labels, bottles, malt, and other ingredients and processes necessary for
production.

Little information has been found to document the transfer of the Blatz records to the
University of Wyoming. Whiskey wholesaler Schenley Industries of New York City,
holders of the records, were approached by the AHC in September 1964. Schenley
replied the following month with a letter of refusal, noting that it would not participate
in the AHC's collecting program. A follow-up letter from the AHC in December 1964
went unanswered by Schenley Industries, yet for unknown reasons and with unknown
authorization, the records were sent to the AHC that same month. A third letter ac-
knowledging receipt of the collection completed the AHC's contact with the donor. An
inventory was completed for the records around 1966 and an abstract for the collection
in 1989. A member of the cataloging team reviewed the collection in 1993 and recom-
mended it be transferred to a repository in Milwaukee.

Following the enactment of the Wyoming Property Act in 1995, the Blatz records
became eligible for the AHC's ownership since they had been donated prior to 1982
and no contact with the donor had been made since 1964. Archivists at the University
of Wisconsin-Milwaukee learned of the collection's existence in Wyoming fromthe
former Wisconsin State Archivist, who was familiar with the AHC's prior collecting
habits. UW-Milwaukee made a formal request for the records based upon the geo-
graphical tie, its business collecting area, and how the records would be used in case
studies in both its archival education program and by the university's School of Busi-
ness. The transfer would also serve as a high-profile cornerstone upon which the UW-
Milwaukee could seek to build a strong collection of brewery records.

The Blatz records became an important test for the Wyoming Abandoned Property
Act and the AHC's deaccessioning policy. Without a precedent for removing such a
significant collection from the AHC's custody, the AHC and UW-Milwaukee drafted
an agreement-of-transfer document with both organizations' legal offices.2 The AHC's
Board of Faculty Advisors approved the transfer in September 1996, whereupon it was
sent to the University of Wyoming's president's office. The AHC requested that the
transfer take place since the records fell outside of its collecting area, it had no contact
with the donor since the records' acquisition, and the collections would receive greater
use at UW-Milwaukee, which had requested the transfer. The University of Wyoming
president approved the deaccession in September 1996, as did UW-Milwaukee's vice-
chancellor and provost in January 1997.

A representative from UW-Milwaukee visited the AHC in August 1997 to assist with
the physical transfer of the records. After completing an inventory of the volumes, UW-
Milwaukee paid for shipping the records-some 7,200 pounds-by ground transporta-
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tion back to Milwaukee. In the subsequent months following the transfer, the records
have generated a high level of interest, with coverage featured in the Milwaukee press,
along with the AHC's creation of a Web page describing the transfer in October 1997 to
highlight the transfer and its first significant deaccession.22 The records constitute the
largest collection of brewing records in Wisconsin, a state known for its brewing indus-
try. One of the more important outcomes of this project is that the AHC has the option
of deaccessioning available, and the transfer and cooperation with UW-Milwaukee
helped to ensure the records' integrity, preservation, and continuing use, which sup-
ported the mission and respective collecting areas of both institutions.

NHPRC Follow-Up Activities
Other collection management activities made possible through the 1992-1995

NHPRC retrospective cataloging project have been acted upon by AHC staff. The goal
of the second part of the project is to follow up on the initial recommendations, result-
ing in streamlined and better managed collections, and recovered shelf space. The
project has taken on several tracks, including:

1. Legal issues. The AHC is in negotiation with nearly 60 donors of collections for
which restrictions are insufficiently clear in providing access and managing them.
Obtaining a restructured deed of gift will provide us with a better understanding
of their wishes and allow the AHC to carry out our mission of preserving and
making these collections available. The AHC has also taken advantage of the
Wyoming abandoned property act to better manage 40 collections for which ob-
trusive and oftentimes minimally-documented restrictions made it impossible to
take those actions before.

2. Processing and conservation. More than one hundred collections (120 cubic feet),
which required only a minimal amount work to increase accessibility, were pro-
cessed and cataloged in 1995-1998. The status codes assigned by the cataloging
team additionally assisted the processing unit in sorting through the number of
collections requiring attention.

3. Deaccessioning books. The NHPRC project identified more than 760 collec-
tions consisting solely of printed materials that had been accessioned and cata-
loged by the AHC in the past, but which, prior to 1992, had been physically
transferred out of the AHC (mostly to the University of Wyoming Libraries).
Thus, these collections existed only intellectually and needed to be deaccessioned
on paper. One part-time student assistant, using the AHC's deaccessioning record-
keeping work sheet, completed this task during the summer and fall of 1998.

4. Deaccessioning vertical files (transfer to files). Approximately 2,100 small col-
lections consist entirely of printed materials that were accessioned and had an
inventory and oftentimes a card in the card catalog, but which had been physi-
cally transferred to vertical files. These collections will remain as vertical files,
but need to be deaccessioned from the AHC. The same student assistant using
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the AHC's deaccessioning record-keeping work sheet, completed deaccessioning
these collections between September 1998 and April 1999.

5. Transferring to University Library (transfer to stacks). There are 923 collections
(1,035 cubic feet) that consist entirely of printed materials that were accessioned
and had an inventory and oftentimes a card in the card catalog. These collections
are currently located in the AHC stacks and will be offered to the University of
Wyoming Libraries to augment their collections. A student assistant will begin
work on this project following the deaccessioning vertical files collections project.

6. Weeding. Portions of collections that consist of printed items can be removed,
thereby retaining only the manuscript materials, resulting in additional shelf space
and leaner collections. Eight collections with large amounts of printed materials
totaling approximately 650 cubic feet have been identified for action.

7. Deaccessioning. Ten of the 930 currently recommended deaccessioning collec-
tions have been further analyzed for their historical content, legal restrictions
and/or a deed of gift, accessibility, past usage, preservation status, and relation to
our current collecting policy, and forwarded to the AHC Board of Faculty Advi-
sors and the university president for further action. These collections, totaling
more than 90 cubic feet, are for the most part printed materials, but are also
collections that were photocopied before the originals were sent to other reposi-
tories, or collections better served at another repository. In addition, we are ne-
gotiating with the donor of 320 cubic feet of news clippings from the journal for
which he serves as editor, since the journal holds a microfilm copy of the clip-
pings.

In addition to the Blatz transfer, 20. other collections have already been deaccessioned:
three have been returned to the donor, eight transferred to the University of Wyoming
Libraries, six transferred to local museums and three transferred to the Wyoming State
Archives. The AHC has also been able to weed several collections to which it had not
previously held title, such as one collection in which 130 cubic feet of duplicate pho-
nograph records from the 1962 Seattle World's Fair have been discarded. In all, the
space saving from deaccessioning or weeding has amounted to just slightly more than
300 cubic feet.

These follow-up activities have been undertaken by one staff member, a part-time
student, and a committee made up of representatives from the reference and processing
departments, and the acting director. While the process may be slow, we are still taking
advantage of the work completed by the NHPRC project to better manager our collec-
tions.
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Conclusions
The standards adopted by the archival and library community through the USMARC

format and its accompanying requirements for describing collections has had immea-
surable impact on the AHC. But the focus of this particular retrospective conversion
project shifted significantly from the cataloging process to determining through ap-
praisal what would be cataloged. The project allowed for a major and complete exami-
nation of its collections, clarified and formalized conditions on access, and helped to
standardize collection and donor documentation. The project created better control of
the materials by imposing professional archival standards for description and provided
much greater access through cataloging information about the AHC's collections be-
ing available in CARL and OCLC. The collection profiles garnered from the project
allowed the AHC to use all of the tools that are available for the best management of its
collections. These activities represent a gradual yet fundamental and profound change
for the AHC. Though sometimes unsettling and usually difficult, wrestling with such
issues can only be healthy for an organization.
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Appendix A

AHC Cataloging Status Codes
Following an evaluation of each collection, they were assigned a status code that

indicated whether the collection was cataloged, and if it was not, why it was deferred.
If a collection was assigned for additional work, a work-required code was also as-
signed to indicate what kind of work the collection needed.

Status Codes

AF Artifacts
AM AMC (collection was cataloged)
AR Art
AV Audiovisual
DB Deaccession: books (books physically out of the AHC and need

to be deaccessioned on paper)
MA Maps
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PH Photographs
RR Re-Reviewed (collections that have been reexamined by cata-

logers and still cannot be cataloged)
RW Requires work (use a code to specify work needed; see below)
SI Single
SU Status uncertain (includes missing collections)
TF Transfer to files (collection material already in vertical files that

should stay in the files; record-keeping work needs to be com-
pleted)

TS Transfer to stacks (printed materials that are in the stacks and
need to be transferred elsewhere)

Work Required

AP Appraise (collection needs additional evaluation)
CO Basic conservation needs (refolding, unfolding, removing

staples, photocopying, etc.)
DA Deacidify documents
DE Deaccession (entire collection should be removed from AHC

custody)
EN Encapsulate documents
HE Hebard manuscripts in files (to be returned to Hebard collec-

tion)
IN Inventory (prepare or retype inventory, which can be done by

support staff)
LE Legal issues (restrictions or other legal status is uncertain)
MF Manuscripts in files (materials in vertical files that need to be

returned to collection)
PR Process (material particularly disorganized or unusable, inven-

tory needs to be reworked, unprocessed accretions)
RA Rare books
RB Rebox
RE Redefine (status as a "collection" is uncertain, for instance,

should it be split or combined with another collection?)
RF Reformat (microfilming, machine-readable files, etc.)
RP Repair documents
SE Separate (store materials elsewhere, for instance, audiovisual

storage, artifacts, etc.)
UR Urgent (urgent action required to remedy accessibility, storage,

physical condition, etc.)
WD Weed (parts of a collection should be removed)

Two other status codes were added following the project: AMC updated code, to
indicate that the OCLC and CARL records for the collection have been changed to
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reflect the current status of the collection, such as a change in size or dates due to
reprocessing; and deaccessioned code, to note that the collection has been removed
from AHC custody.
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